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Friday, September 29 of 2023

WEEKLY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF BATATAIS, SÃO PAULO,
BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS 

May peace dwell in and fill your hearts.

I listen, children, to your most sincere prayers. In My Heart, I hold your offerings, so that, in these
times of chaos and so much inner confusion, the disciples of Christ may find peace and sow peace
in the world.

I come to this place for a simple purpose: to expand the service of souls and give beings the
opportunity to find God again.

I come to establish here a Point of Light, of Grace and of Mercy, so that the most lost hearts, those
that seem to have no solution for the darkness within them, may find peace again.

I come to establish a Channel of Healing here for souls, which must be accompanied by My
children of the Grace Mercy Order, so that, together with the servers, far beyond the illnesses of the
body, they may be a bridge for souls to receive healing, the spiritual healing that simply speaks,
children, about souls finding God again, when beings are able to be with sincere, selfless hearts,
when they have the opportunity of being with themselves, without the interferences of the world,
without the sufferings of this life, so that, even if only for an instant, souls are able to feel the Peace
and the Love that come from the Divine Consciousness. This is the mission of this house.

And this will happen in many ways, but what is most important is that your hearts be available to
learn to love, and through this love, the alchemy of the transformation of the human consciousness
occurs.

And thus, in the same way as Saint Claire, your souls may be a mirror of the Love of the Mother of
God. May devotion be the guiding star of your hearts.

For this reason, prayer and union with God cannot be missing before each moment of service here,
because what you will give souls is not charity, but rather Christic charity, the one which unites the
consciousness with the Light of Christ, and this is a great mystery that I invite you to meditate on
today.

Let the servers deepen their inner path, in the development of their Lineages and their mission, so
that the service is the result of this inner deepening.

Let this house, just like the Immaculate House for the Alleviation of Suffering, be a prelude to the
Grace that God will pour over the Earth through the House of Saint Lazarus.

Thus, understand, children, that this Work is a single one, and that everything is part of one
construction, like a stairway of Light that ascends to the Heavens, so that souls may climb and
return to the Heart of God.
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Over time, you will experience great tests that will fortify your spirits in the learning of Love. Many
times you will think of giving up, and in that moment, I ask that you listen to My Words again,
because I have warned you in order to strengthen you and to ask that, when it becomes difficult, you
simply pray, and when you are unable to pray, just be in silence before God, so you may hear His
Voice and let His Wisdom guide you.

Be united.

In the face of any conflict, choose peace.

Do not want your ideas to stand out over the ideas of others.

Always choose peace and humility, and in this way, you will be protected.

Where unity exists, the enemy cannot reign, and its interferences dissolve like dust, in the human
mind and consciousness.

When you are faced with a conflict, pray together the Devotional of Unity [1] I have given you. And
this is a key for all groups, as well as for all families and all servers, so you may perceive that which
separates you and you can return to the principle of unity.

Let the therapies of healing be established here again as My son Friar Ameino taught you. These
therapies, children, go beyond the body, and their simplicity touches souls and hearts so the cells
can open to Divine Grace.

Let the servers be formed again, learn again, with a willing heart, because today I have come to
dissolve the past, to free what was stagnating and establish a new cycle in this place, as well as in
your souls.

Are you willing to experience this?

Pray for each other, pray for the triumph of the Heart of God in your fellow beings, pray so that
celestial virtues may be established in souls, and in this way, there will always be somebody who
will pray for you.

I leave you My Grace today, a special Grace, so you may learn to serve and surrender your lives;
today I grant you the Grace of Consecration, so your spirits may be renewed by My Presence.

Remember, children, that you can count on Me, with My intercession and with My paternal Love.

May the gift of consecration renew you; may the spirit of consecration permeate you.

May gratitude open the doors of Heaven; may Mercy attract souls that are in need of a new
opportunity.

Let your hearts be witnesses to Divine Grace; let peace be established in your families.

Let healing first touch your hearts; let everything be as it should be: according to Divine Will.
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Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Those who wish to be consecrated today, stand up, with your hands lifted up. 

The priests can bring the blessed water.

 

I bless you, I consecrate you, I awaken your spirits and renew them. I free you and open a new cycle
for your consciousnesses.

May the Graces received today be multiplied and be poured over the souls you meet along the way.

May you be My Children and Friends, ambassadors of the charity that comes from My Chaste
Heart, from Christic charity.

May My Lily of Light be in your beings, reminding you of the gift of purity and joy of serving.

May the gift of wisdom be upon you, so you may know to give souls that which they need, in a just
and merciful way, each in their own time.

I bless you and extend this blessing to your families and your loved ones, to the Kingdoms of
Nature and to the human heart.

May your souls be renewed in My Name, through the authority that the Creator has given Me.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

 

[1] Saint Joseph is referring to the Devotional of Saint Joseph to Achieve the Divine Spirit of Unity.


